
SHOOTING
TARGETS



TARGET COMPONENT
COMPABILITY SCHEME

3 POINTS STANDARD CRITICAL SHOTS



DUELING TREE
FULL SET UP:
- MULTIFUNCTIONAL BASE
- DUELING STAND
- TARGETS

Due is challenging system designed 
to improve shooter response time
under tight conditions and dipped
distances. It can be used for
training both one person and
two - at the same time, competing 
each other.

DUELING STAND made from a 
thick-walled steel angle,
welded thick-walled pipe fixtures 
for targets. Stand fix in base under 
angle - providing security against
ricocent.

TARGETS made from 10mm thick
armored steel. They are usable
with subsequent ammunition types:
9x19, 5.56x45, 7.62x51.
Dimensions of the target hit area
is 150mm.
Targets can be purchased in 
different numbers: 4pcs; 6pcs and
8 pcs.

ACTIVE TARGETS
FULL SET UP:
- MULTIFUNCTIONAL BASE
- FIXING STAND
- SILHOUETTE TARGET
- MOVING TARGETS

Active targets are designed to develop
tactical shooting abilities in close
distance - additional shooting option
simulations and simulations-  
shooting in motion. All targets are
fixed to fixing stand and 
multifunctional base.

FIXING STAND consists of
thick-walled steel angle leg and
target fixation nest. Front of nest
is made from armored steel which
provide resistance to hits.

SILUET TARGETS. At this moment
we offer three silhouette targets
which has different layout and shape. 
Each silhouette needs a different one
set of moving targets. The silhouette 
attaches to fixing stand under an 
angle to provide protection
against ricochet. No fasteners is
needed for that. Silhouettes and 
targets are made from armored 
10mmthick steel. Those are
used for training with the following
types of ammunition:
9x19, 5.56x45, 7.62x51.

MULTIFUNCTIONAL 
BASE 
Multifunctional base is designed to 
be used with both dueling tree, 
and active targets, both for those 
who are offering at the moment
both planned in future.

The base is made of prefabricated 
and disrupted to take after
fewer places for transportation.
Support legs can be attached
and locked in a few seconds
reinforcing it with a crosstalk
pins.

When placed on a soft ground
the base can be strengthened
at the side with the tent poles (not
included in the kit).

For protection of base front plate is 
made from armored steel.
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